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jQuery is one of the most popular and powerful JavaScript libraries available today. It's widely used to create rich user
experiences and to simplify website and application development. It is the tool of choice for web developers everywhere
and sets the standard for simplicity, flexibility and extensibility. This book demonstrates how jQuery can be used with
HTML5 to achieve excellent results. In Pro jQuery, seasoned author Adam Freeman explains how to get the most from
jQuery by focusing on the features you need for your project. He starts with the nuts and bolts and shows you everything
through to advanced features, going in depth to give you the knowledge you need. Getting the most from jQuery is
essential to truly mastering web development.
ng-book. The in-depth, complete, and up-to-date book on Angular. Become an Angular expert today. Updated for
Angular, Angular CLI, and Community Style Guide Ready to master Angular? What if you could master the entire
framework - with solid foundations - in less time without beating your head against a wall? Imagine how quickly you could
work if you knew the best practices and the best tools? Stop wasting your time searching and have everything you need
to be productive in one, well-organized place, with complete examples to get your project up without needing to resort to
endless hours of research. You will learn what you need to know to work professionally with ng-book: The Complete
Book on Angular. Get up and running quickly The first chapter opens with building your first Angular app. Within the first
few minutes, you'll know enough to have an app running Lots of Sample Apps and Code When you buy ng-book, you're
not buying just a book, but dozens of code examples. Every chapter in the book comes with a complete project that uses
the concepts in the chapter. The code is available for download, free from our website. Table of Contents Writing your
first Angular web application How Angular Works Built-in Directives Forms in Angular 2 HTTP and APIs Routing
Dependency Injection Data Architecture in Angular 2 Data Architecture with Observables and RxJS Data Architecture
with Redux Redux and TypeScript Data Architecture with Redux Advanced Components Testing Converting an Angular 1
app to Angular Comprehensive You'll learn core Angular concepts - from how Angular works under the hood, to rich
interactive components, from in-depth testing to real-world applications Best Practices Learn Angular best practices, such
as: testing, code organization, and how to structure your app for performance. We'll walk through practical, common
examples of how to implement complete components of your applications Example Apps included in the book The book
comes with sample apps that show you how to create: A component-based Reddit clone A real-time chat app using RxJS
Observables A YouTube search-as-you-type app A Spotify search for tracks with playable song preview Plus lots more
mini-examples that show you how to write Components, how to use Forms, and how to use APIs The code examples
currently have over 5,500+ lines of runnable code (TypeScript, non-comment lines) What our Customers Say "Fantastic
work guys! I have no idea where I'd be with Angular without ng-book. You guys have made this SOOOO much easier to
learn and keep up with. Thanks again..you guys are awesome!" -- Jacob Cheriathundam "Just finished ng-book2. I think
it is the best learning material one can find about Angular today." -- Jegor Uglov FAQ What version does the book cover?
This revision of the book covers up to angular-4.1.0. An updated version of the code is available for free at our website.
Do I have to know Angular 1? Nope! We don't assume that you've used Angular 1. This book teaches Angular from the
ground up. Of course, if you've used Angular 1, we'll point out common ideas (because there are many), but ng-book
stands on its own Is ng-book an upgrade to ng-book 1? No. This is a completely new book and shares no content or code
with ng-book 1. Angular 1 and Angular 2+ are two different frameworks and ng-book 1 and ng-book are two different
books.
Best-selling author Adam Freeman explains how to get the most from Angular 2, the leading framework for building
dynamic JavaScript applications. He begins by describing the MVC pattern and the benefits it can offer and then shows
you how to use Angular in your projects, starting from the nuts-and-bolts and building up to the most advanced and
sophisticated features, going in-depth to give you the knowledge you need. Each topic is covered clearly and concisely
and is packed with the details you need to learn to be truly effective. The most important features are given a nononsense in-depth treatment and chapters include common problems and details of how to avoid them. What you’ll learn
Gain a solid architectural understanding of the MVC Pattern Learn how to create rich and dynamic web app clients using
Angular 2 Learn how to extend and customize Angular 2 Learn how to test your Angular 2 projects Who this book is for
This book is for web developers with a foundation knowledge of HTML and JavaScript who want to create rich client-side
applications.div
Summary Getting MEAN, Second Edition teaches you how to develop full-stack web applications using the MEAN stack.
This edition was completely revised and updated to cover MongoDB 4, Express 4, Angular 7, Node 11, and the latest
mainstream release of JavaScript ES2015. Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub
formats from Manning Publications. About the Technology Juggling languages mid-application can radically slow down a
full-stack web project. The MEAN stack—MongoDB, Express, Angular, and Node—uses JavaScript end to end, maximizing
developer productivity and minimizing context switching. And you'll love the results! MEAN apps are fast, powerful, and
beautiful. About the Book Getting MEAN, Second Edition teaches you how to develop full-stack web applications using
the MEAN stack. Practical from the very beginning, the book helps you create a static site in Express and Node.
Expanding on that solid foundation, you'll integrate a MongoDB database, build an API, and add an authentication
system. Along the way, you'll get countless pro tips for building dynamic and responsive data-driven web applications!
What's inside MongoDB 4, Express 4, Angular 7, and Node.js 11 MEAN stack architecture Mobile-ready web apps Best
practices for efficiency and reusability About the Reader Readers should be comfortable with standard web application
designs and ES2015-style JavaScript. About the Author Simon Holmes and Clive Harber are full-stack developers with
decades of experience in JavaScript and other leading-edge web technologies. Table of Contents PART 1 - SETTING
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THE BASELINE Introducing full-stack development Designing a MEAN stack architecture PART 2 - BUILDING A NODE
WEB APPLICATION Creating and setting up a MEAN project Building a static site with Node and Express Building a data
model with MongoDB and Mongoose Writing a REST API: Exposing the MongoDB database to the application
Consuming a REST API: Using an API from inside Express PART 3 - ADDING A DYNAMIC FRONT END WITH
ANGULAR Creating an Angular application with TypeScript Building a single-page application with Angular: Foundations
Building a single-page application with Angular: The next level PART 4 - MANAGING AUTHENTICATION AND USER
SESSIONS Authenticating users, managing sessions, and securing APIs Using an authentication API in Angular
applications
Introduction to Sports Biomechanics has been developed to introduce you to the core topics covered in the first two years
of your degree. It will give you a sound grounding in both the theoretical and practical aspects of the subject. Part One
covers the anatomical and mechanical foundations of biomechanics and Part Two concentrates on the measuring
techniques which sports biomechanists use to study the movements of the sports performer. In addition, the book is
highly illustrated with line drawings and photographs which help to reinforce explanations and examples.
The Upside-Down Magic kids are back in another topsy-turvy adventure in the next installment of this New York Times
bestselling series! It's Big Night in Dunwiddle . . . and that means the whole school has a sleepover like no other. For one
night every year, magic students run through the halls, hunting for the objects that will win them a super special prize.
Nory is super excited for the scavenger hunt. Not only because she likes winning, but also because if her team wins, she
thinks there's a chance her best friend Elliott won't move away to attend super snobby Sage Academy. Sebastian is a
little less excited once the hunt is on. Yes, he has magical powers that help his team -- like being able to see invisible
things or anything that makes a sound. The problem is that the really loud sounds are hurting him . . . and nobody seems
to care. The kids in Upside-Down Magic know their five F's (Flares, Flyers, Fuzzies, Flickers, and Fluxers) -- but to win
this night, a sixth F is the most important . . . Friendship.
Manage your Angular development using Reactive programming. Growing in popularity and now an essential part of any
professional web developer's toolkit, Reactive programming can enrich your development and make your code more
efficient. Featuring a core application to explore and build yourself, this book shows you how to utilize ngrx/store as a
state management with Redux pattern, and how to utilize ngrx/effects to define a better and more robust application
architecture. Through working code examples, you will understand every aspect of Reactive programming with Angular
so that you'll be able to develop maintainable, readable code. Reactive Programming with Angular and ngrx is ideal for
developers already familiar with JavaScript, Angular, or other languages, and who are looking for more insight into their
Angular projects. Use this book to start mastering Reactive programming today. What You'll Learnsee how="" the=""
boilerplate="" and="" webpack="" work p/pulliConstruct components efficientlybr/liliUtilize ngrx extensions and
RxJSbr/liliOrganize state management with reducers, actions and side effectsbr/li/ulp Who This Book Is For Developers
who are already familiar with JavaScript and Angular and want to move onto more advanced development.
Fundamentals of Biomechanics introduces the exciting world of how human movement is created and how it can be
improved. Teachers, coaches and physical therapists all use biomechanics to help people improve movement and
decrease the risk of injury. The book presents a comprehensive review of the major concepts of biomechanics and
summarizes them in nine principles of biomechanics. Fundamentals of Biomechanics concludes by showing how these
principles can be used by movement professionals to improve human movement. Specific case studies are presented in
physical education, coaching, strength and conditioning, and sports medicine.
Systems programming provides the foundation for the world's computation. Writing performance-sensitive code requires a
programming language that puts programmers in control of how memory, processor time, and other system resources are used.
The Rust systems programming language combines that control with a modern type system that catches broad classes of
common mistakes, from memory management errors to data races between threads. With this practical guide, experienced
systems programmers will learn how to successfully bridge the gap between performance and safety using Rust. Jim Blandy,
Jason Orendorff, and Leonora Tindall demonstrate how Rust's features put programmers in control over memory consumption and
processor use by combining predictable performance with memory safety and trustworthy concurrency. You'll learn: Rust's
fundamental data types and the core concepts of ownership and borrowing How to write flexible, efficient code with traits and
generics How to write fast, multithreaded code without data races Rust's key power tools: closures, iterators, and asynchronous
programming Collections, strings and text, input and output, macros, unsafe code, and foreign function interfaces This revised,
updated edition covers the Rust 2021 Edition.
Do you love animals, and are you detail-oriented? Do you welcome the chance to create bold contrasts and subtle shading? If so,
you'll appreciate these elaborate, fanciful renderings of 31 wild creatures.
Work with Typescript and get the most from this versatile open source language. Author Adam Freeman begins this book by
describing Typescript and the benefits it offers, and goes on to show you how to use TypeScript in realistic scenarios, going indepth to give you the knowledge you need. Starting from the nuts-and-bolts and building up to the most advanced and
sophisticated features, you will learn how TypeScript builds on the JavaScript type system to create a safer and more productive
development experience and understand how TypeScript can be used to create applications using popular frameworks, including
Node.js, Angular, React, and Vue.js. Each topic is covered clearly and concisely and is packed with the details you need to learn
to be truly effective. The most important features are given a no-nonsense in-depth treatment and chapters include common
problems and details of how to avoid them. What You Will Learn Gain a solid understanding of the TypeScript language and tools
Use TypeScript for client- and server-side development Extend and customize TypeScript Debug and unit test your TypeScript
code Who This Book Is For Developers who want to start using TypeScript, for example to create rich web applications using
Angular, React, or Vue.js Adam Freeman is an experienced IT professional who has held senior positions in a range of
companies, most recently serving as chief technology officer and chief operating officer of a global bank. Now retired, he spends
his time writing and long-distance running.
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LEARN REACT TODAY The up-to-date, in-depth, complete guide to React and friends. Become a ReactJS expert today
Summary Angular in Action teaches you everything you need to build production-ready Angular applications.Thoroughly practical
and packed with tricks and tips, this hands-on tutorial is perfect for web devs ready to build web applications that can handle
whatever you throw at them. Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning
Publications. About the Technology Angular makes it easy to deliver amazing web apps. This powerful JavaScript platform
provides the tooling to man- age your project, libraries to help handle most common tasks, and a rich ecosystem full of third-party
capabilities to add as needed. Built with developer productivity in mind, Angular boosts your efficiency with a modern component
architecture, well-constructed APIs, and a rich community. About the Book Angular in Action teaches you everything you need to
build production-ready Angular applications. You'll start coding immediately, as you move from the basics to advanced techniques
like testing, dependency injection, and performance tuning. Along the way, you'll take advantage of TypeScript and ES2015
features to write clear, well-architected code. Thoroughly practical and packed with tricks and tips, this hands-on tutorial is perfect
for web devs ready to build web applications that can handle whatever you throw at them. What's Inside Spinning up your first
Angular application A complete tour of Angular's features Comprehensive example projects Testing and debugging Managing
large applications About the Reader Written for web developers comfortable with JavaScript, HTML, and CSS. About the Author
Jeremy Wilken is a Google Developer Expert in Angular, Web Technologies, and Google Assistant. He has many years of
experience building web applications and libraries for eBay, Teradata, and VMware. Table of Contents Angular: a modern web
platform Building your first Angular app App essentials Component basics Advanced components Services Routing Building
custom directives and pipes Forms Testing your application Angular in production
Welcome to this one-stop-shop for learning Angular 9. Pro Angular 9 is the most concise and comprehensive guide available,
giving you the knowledge you need to take full advantage of this popular framework for building your own dynamic JavaScript
applications. The fourth edition of this popular guide explains how to get the most from Angular 9, starting with an in-depth
overview of the MVC pattern and presenting the range of benefits it can offer. From there, you will begin learning how to use
Angular in your projects, starting with the nuts-and-bolts concepts, and progressing on to more advanced and sophisticated
features. Each topic in this full-color book provides you with precisely enough learning and detail to be effective. In true Adam
Freeman style, the most important features are given full court press treatment, while also addressing common problems and how
to avoid them. What You Will Learn: Gain a solid architectural understanding of the MVC Pattern Create rich and dynamic web
app clients using Angular 9 Use the ng tools to create and build an Angular project Extend and customize Angular Acquire skills to
unit test your Angular projects Who This Book Is For:This book is for web developers who want to create rich client-side
applications. Foundational knowledge of HTML and JavaScript is recommended. "Adam's books provide a finely tuned blend of
architectural overview, technical depth, and experience-born wisdom. His clear, concise writing style, coupled with project driven
real world examples, make me comfortable recommending his books to a broad audience, ranging from developers working with a
technology for the first time to seasoned professionals who need to learn a new skill quickly." Keith Dublin, Solution Principal,
Slalom Consulting “Adam’s books are the print version of a chat bot. His investment in learning how developers learn pays off in
dividends, making this one of the most comprehensive resources available. Novices and experienced professionals alike will gain
knowledge from the accessible and insightful material.”Mark Donile, Software Engineer, MS CS
Angular 5 updates for this book are now available. Follow the Download source code link for this book on the Apress website. Get
the most from Angular 2, the leading framework for building dynamic JavaScript applications. Best-selling author Adam Freeman
begins by describing the MVC pattern and the benefits it can offer and then shows you how to use Angular in your projects,
starting from the nuts-and-bolts and building up to the most advanced and sophisticated features, going in-depth to give you the
knowledge you need. Each topic is covered clearly and concisely and is packed with the details you need to learn to be truly
effective. The most important features are given a no-nonsense in-depth treatment and chapters include common problems and
details of how to avoid them. What you’ll learn Gain a solid architectural understanding of the MVC Pattern Learn how to create
rich and dynamic web app clients using Angular 2 Learn how to extend and customize Angular 2 Learn how to test your Angular 2
projects Who this book is for Web developers with a foundation knowledge of HTML and JavaScript who want to create rich clientside applications.
Summary Testing Angular Applications is an example-rich, hands-on guide that gives you the real-world techniques you need to
thoroughly test all parts of your Angular applications. By the end of this book, you'll be able to confidently write unit and end-to-end
tests for Angular applications in TypeScript. Foreword by Brad Green, Google. Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in
PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications. About the Technology Don't leave the success of your mission-critical
Angular apps to chance. Proper testing improves code quality, reduces maintenance costs, and rewards you with happy users.
New tools and best practices can streamline and automate all aspects of testing web apps, both in development and in production.
This book gets you started. About the Book Testing Angular Applications teaches you how to make testing an essential part of
your development and production processes. You'll start by setting up a simple unit testing system as you learn the fundamental
practices. Then, you'll fine-tune it as you discover the best tests for Angular components, directives, pipes, services, and routing.
Finally, you'll explore end-to-end testing, mastering the Protractor framework, and inserting Angular apps into your continuous
integration pipeline. What's inside Getting to know TypeScript Writing and debugging unit tests Writing and debugging end-to-end
tests with Protractor Building continuous integration for your entire test suite About the Reader This book is for readers with
intermediate JavaScript skills. About the Author Jesse Palmer is a senior engineering manager at Handshake. Corinna Cohn is a
single-page web application specialist. Mike Giambalvo and Craig Nishina are engineers at Google. Table of Contents Introduction
to testing Angular applicationsPART 1 - Unit testing Creating your first tests Testing components Testing directives Testing pipes
Testing services Testing the router PART 2 - End-to-end testing Getting started with Protractor Understanding timeouts Advanced
Protractor topics PART 3 - Continuous integration Continuous integration Appendix A - Setting up the sample project Appendix B Additional resources
Angular 5 and .NET Core 2 updates for this book are now available. Follow the Download Source Code link for this book on the
Apress website. Discover Angular, the leading client-side web framework, from the point of view of an ASP.NET Core MVC
developer. Best-selling author Adam Freeman brings these two key technologies together and explains how to use ASP.NET Core
MVC to provide back-end services for Angular applications. This fast-paced, practical guide starts from the nuts and bolt and gives
you the knowledge you need to combine Angular (from version 2.0 up) and ASP.NET Core MVC in your projects. What You’ll
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Learn Gain a solid understanding of how ASP.NET Core MVC and Angular can work together Use Visual Studio 2017 to develop
Angular/ASP.NET Core MVC projects Create ASP.NET Core RESTful web services to support Angular applications Expose data
from Entity Framework Core to Angular applications Use ASP.NET Core Identity to provide security services to Angular
applications Each topic is covered clearly and concisely and is packed with the essential details you need to learn to be truly
effective. Who This Book Is For This book is for developers with a knowledge of ASP.NET Core MVC who are introducing Angular
into their projects.
Learn NativeScript to build native mobile applications with Angular, TypeScript, JavaScript About This Book Power packed handson guide to help you become pro-efficient with NativeScript Harness the power of your web development skills with JavaScript and
Angular to build cross-platform mobile apps Create highly maintainable and feature-rich apps with TypeScript and NativeScript
APIs Who This Book Is For This book assumes you have a general understanding of TypeScript, have heard of NativeScript and
know what it's about, and are familiar with Angular (2.0). You don't need to be an expert in any of these technologies, but having
some sense of them before reading is recommended this book, which is ideal for intermediate to advanced users. What You Will
Learn Bootstrap a NativeScript for Angular app Best practices for project organization Style your app with CSS/SASS Use Angular
together with NativeScript to create cross-platform mobile apps Take advantage of powerful Angular features, such as
Dependency Injection, Components, Directives, Pipes, and NgModules right within your NativeScript apps Gain insight into great
project organization and best practices Use Objective C/Swift and Java APIs directly from TypeScript Use rich framework features
and third-party plugins Style your app with CSS/SASS Integrate @ngrx/store + @ngrx/effects to help with state management Test
your app with Karma and Appium In Detail NativeScript is an open source framework that is built by Progress in order to build truly
native mobile apps with TypeScript, JavaScript or just Angular which is an open source framework built by Google that offers
declarative templates, dependency injection, and fully featured modules to build rich applications. Angular's versatile view handling
architecture allows your views to be rendered as highly performant UI components native to iOS and Android mobile platforms.
This decoupling of the view rendering layer in Angular combined with the power of native APIs with NativeScript have together
created the powerful and exciting technology stack of NativeScript for Angular. This book focuses on the key concepts that you will
need to know to build a NativeScript for Angular mobile app for iOS and Android. We'll build a fun multitrack recording studio app,
touching on powerful key concepts from both technologies that you may need to know when you start building an app of your own.
The structure of the book takes the reader from a void to a deployed app on both the App Store and Google Play, serving as a
reference guide and valuable tips/tricks handbook. By the end of this book, you'll know majority of key concepts needed to build a
successful NativeScript for Angular app.
Understand Angular web development by building real-world captivating applications exploring various web technologies and best
practices Key Features Explore Angular's capabilities in building Web apps, mobile apps, and browser games Get to know
Angular's latest features like Ivy renderer, Lazy loading and differential loading Build test-driven Angular applications using
Jasmine and Jest frameworks Book Description Angular is one of the best frameworks, not only for building web applications, but
also for building applications on other platforms such as desktop and mobile. It is packed with amazing web tools that allow
developers to become more productive and make the development experience a happier one This book will be your practical
guide when it comes to building optimized web apps using Angular. The book explores a number of popular features, including the
experimental Ivy rendered, lazy loading, and differential loading, among others, in the projects. It starts with the basics of Angular
and its tools, which will help you to develop and debug Angular applications. You will learn how to create an SPA using Angular
Router, and optimize it by code splitting and Preloading Routes. We will then build a form-heavy application and make forms
reactive by using Reactive Forms. After that, we will learn how to build a Progressive Web App, and a server-side rendering app,
as well as a MonoRepo app. Furthermore, we will also dive into building mobile apps using Ionic and NativeScript. Finally, we end
the book by creating a component library for our application using Angular CDK and then testing it. By the end of this book, you
will know everything you need in order to get started with Angular and build a variety of applications. What you will learn Set up
Angular applications using Angular CLI and Angular Console Understand lazy loading using dynamic imports for routing Perform
server-side rendering by building an SEO application Build a Multi-Language NativeScript Application with Angular Explore the
components library for frontend web using Angular CDK Scale your Angular applications using Nx, NgRx, and Redux Who this
book is for The book is aimed at any JavaScript developers who want to start with Angular and become an expert in all the tools
and the various use cases that they might deal with as an Angular expert. Whatever the case, a basic understanding of Angular is
a plus but is not required. You should know the basics of developing web applications and have experience working with ES6 or
TypeScript.
Learn how to build app store-ready hybrid apps with Ionic, the framework built on top of Apache Cordova (formerly PhoneGap)
and Angular. This revised guide shows you how to use Ionic’s tools and services to develop apps with HTML, CSS, and
TypeScript, rather than rely on platform-specific solutions found in Android, iOS, and Windows Universal. Author Chris Griffith
takes you step-by-step through Ionic’s powerful collection of UI components, and then helps you use it to build three crossplatform mobile apps. Whether you’re new to this framework or have been working with Ionic 1, this book is ideal for beginning,
intermediate, and advanced web developers. Understand what a hybrid mobile app is, and what comprises a basic Ionic
application Learn how Ionic leverages Apache Cordova, Angular, and TypeScript to create native mobile applications Create a
Firebase-enabled to-do application that stores data across multiple clients Build a tab-based National Park explorer app with
Google Map integration Develop a weather app with the Darksky weather API and Google’s GeoCode API Debug and test your
app to resolve issues that arise during development Walk through steps for deploying your app to native app stores Learn how
Ionic can be used to create Progressive Web Apps
Somerset Maugham Award winner: Dark early fiction by the author of Nutshell—“a splendid magician of fear” (Village Voice
Literary Supplement). Taut, brooding, and densely atmospheric, the stories here show us how murder can arise out of boredom,
perversity from adolescent curiosity—and how sheer evil can become the solution to unbearable loneliness. These short fiction
pieces from the early career of the New York Times–bestselling and Man Booker Prize–winning author of Atonement and On
Chesil Beach are claustrophobic tales of childhood, twisted psychology, and disjointed family life as terrifying as anything by
Stephen King—and finely crafted with a lyricism and an intensity that compels us to confront our secret kinship with what repels us.
“A powerful talent that is both weird and wonderful.” —TheBoston Sunday Globe “Ian McEwan’s fictional world combin[es] the
bleak, dreamlike quality of de Chirico’s city-scapes with the strange eroticism of canvases by Balthus. Menace lies crouched
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between the lines of his neat, angular prose, and weird, grisly things occur in his books with nearly casual aplomb.” —The New
York Times
By covering the impressive capabilities of ASP.NET Core 5 and Angular 11, right from project setup through to the deployment
phase, this fully revised and updated edition will help you develop your skills effectively.
From Angular core team member and creator of the router About This Book Written by the creator of the Angular router, giving you
the best information straight from the source Get full coverage of the entire Angular Router library and understand exactly how
every command works Essential for all serious users of Angular who need to manage states within their applications Who This
Book Is For To get the most from this book, you should already have a good understanding of Angular and general web
development. What You Will Learn Understand the role of the Angular router and how to make the most of it Build and parse
complex URLs Learn about the componentless and empty-path routes Take control of states in your application Make use of
imperative navigation Understand guards and how they can benefit your applications Optimize configuration and run tests on your
routing In Detail Managing state transitions is one of the hardest parts of building applications. This is especially true on the web,
where you also need to ensure that the state is reflected in the URL. In addition, you might want to split applications into multiple
bundles and load them on demand. Doing this transparently isn't easy. The Angular router solves these problems. Using the
router, you can declaratively specify application states, manage state transitions while taking care of the URL, and load bundles on
demand. This book is a complete description of the Angular router written by its designer. It goes far beyond a how-to-get-started
guide and talks about the library in depth. The mental model, design constraints, and the subtleties of the API-everything is
covered. You'll learn in detail how to use the router in your own applications. Predominantly, you'll understand the inner workings
of the router and how you can configure it to work with any edge cases you come across in your sites. Throughout the book, you'll
see examples from real-world use in the MailApp application. You can view the full source of this application and see how the
router code works to manage the state of the application and define what is visible on screen. Reading this book will give you deep
insights into why the router works the way it does and will make you an Angular router expert. Style and approach This is an
extremely practical book full of code examples and descriptions to help you understand the inner workings of the Angular router.
Angular 4.0 updates for this book are now available. Follow the Download source code link for this book on the Apress website .
Get the most from Angular 2, the leading framework for building dynamic JavaScript applications. Best-selling author Adam
Freeman begins by describing the MVC pattern and the benefits it can offer and then shows you how to use Angular in your
projects, starting from the nuts-and-bolts and building up to the most advanced and sophisticated features, going in-depth to give
you the knowledge you need. Each topic is covered clearly and concisely and is packed with the details you need to learn to be
truly effective. The most important features are given a no-nonsense in-depth treatment and chapters include common problems
and details of how to avoid them. What you'll learn Gain a solid architectural understanding of the MVC Pattern Learn how to
create rich and dynamic web app clients using Angular 2 Learn how to extend and customize Angular 2 Learn how to test your
Angular 2 projects Who this book is for Web developers with a foundation knowledge of HTML and JavaScript who want to create
rich client-side applications.

*Updated to Angular 9! Angular is one of the leading frameworks to develop apps across all platforms. Reuse your code
and build fast and high performing apps for any platform be it web, mobile web, native mobile and native desktop. You
use small manageable components to build a large powerful app. No more wasting time hunting for DOM nodes! In this
book, we take you on a fun, hands-on and pragmatic journey to master Angular from a web development point of view.
You'll start building Angular apps within minutes. Every section is written in a bite-sized manner and straight to the point
as I don't want to waste your time (and most certainly mine) on the content you don't need. In the end, you will have what
it takes to develop a real-life app. About the Reader This book is for developers with basic familiarity with HTML, CSS,
Javascript and object-oriented programming. No TypeScript or AngularJS experience needed. About the Author Greg
Lim is a technologist and author of several programming books. Greg has many years in teaching programming in tertiary
institutions and he places special emphasis on learning by doing. Table of Contents Introduction Creating and Using
Components Bindings Working with Components Conditional Rendering, Pipes and Ng-Content Template Driven Forms
Model Driven Forms Introduction to Observables Getting Data From RESTful APIs with Observables Routing Structuring
Large Apps With Modules C.R.U.D. with Firebase Authentication with Firebase
Combine the strengths of Angular, the leading framework for developing complex client-side applications, and ASP.NET
Core MVC 3, the latest evolution of Microsoft’s framework for server-side applications. This new edition offers updated
Angular, ASP.NET Core 3, Entity Framework Core 3 examples, an all-new chapter on interoperability with Blazor, and
more! Best-selling author Adam Freeman brings together these two key technologies and explains how to use ASP.NET
Core MVC 3 to provide back-end services for Angular applications. This fast-paced and practical guide starts from the
nuts and bolts and gives you the knowledge you need to combine Angular and ASP.NET Core MVC 3 in your projects.
Each topic is covered clearly and concisely and is packed with the essential details you need to learn to be truly effective.
What You Will Learn Gain a solid understanding of how ASP.NET Core MVC 3 and Angular can work together Utilize
both Visual Studio and Visual Studio Code to develop Angular/ASP.NET Core MVC projects Create ASP.NET Core
RESTful web services to support Angular applications Expose data from Entity Framework Core to Angular applications
Use ASP.NET Core Identity to provide security services to Angular applications Understand how Angular and Blazor
applications can work together Who This Book Is For This book is for developers with knowledge of ASP.NET Core MVC
who are introducing Angular into their projects.
Summary Angular Development with TypeScript, Second Edition is an intermediate-level tutorial that introduces Angular
and TypeScript to developers comfortable with building web applications using other frameworks and tools. Purchase of
the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications. About the Technology
Whether you're building lightweight web clients or full-featured SPAs, Angular is a clear choice. The Angular framework is
fast, efficient, and widely adopted. Add the benefits of developing in the statically typed, fully integrated TypeScript
language, and you get a programming experience other JavaScript frameworks just can't match. About the Book Angular
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Development with TypeScript, Second Edition teaches you how to build web applications with Angular and TypeScript.
Written in an accessible, lively style, this illuminating guide covers core concerns like state management, data, forms,
and server communication as you build a full-featured online auction app. You'll get the skills you need to write typeaware classes, interfaces, and generics with TypeScript, and discover time-saving best practices to use in your own
work. What's inside Code samples for Angular 5, 6, and 7 Dependency injection Reactive programming The Angular
Forms API About the Reader Written for intermediate web developers familiar with HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. About
the Author Yakov Fain and Anton Moiseev are experienced trainers and web application developers. They have
coauthored several books on software development. Table of Contents Introducing Angular The main artifacts of an
Angular app Router basics Router advanced Dependency injection in Angular Reactive programming in Angular Laying
out pages with Flex Layout Implementing component communications Change detection and component lifecycle
Introducing the Forms API Validating forms Interacting with servers using HTTP Interacting with servers using the
WebSocket protocol Testing Angular applications Maintaining app state with ngrx
AngularJS is the leading framework for building dynamic JavaScript applications that take advantage of the capabilities of
modern browsers and devices. AngularJS, which is maintained by Google, brings the power of the Model-View-Controller
(MVC) pattern to the client, providing the foundation for complex and rich web apps. It allows you to build applications
that are smaller, faster, and with a lighter resource footprint than ever before. Best-selling author Adam Freeman explains
how to get the most from AngularJS. He begins by describing the MVC pattern and the many benefits that can be gained
from separating your logic and presentation code. He then shows how you can use AngularJS's features within in your
projects to produce professional-quality results. Starting from the nuts-and-bolts and building up to the most advanced
and sophisticated features AngularJS is carefully unwrapped, going in-depth to give you the knowledge you need. Each
topic is covered clearly and concisely and is packed with the details you need to learn to be truly effective. The most
important features are given a no-nonsense in-depth treatment and chapters include common problems and details of
how to avoid them.
If you want to build cross-platform web applications using the robust Angular web framework, this book is for you.
Learning Angular will cover the core concepts of frontend web development using easy-to-follow instructions to help you
get up and running with Angular web development in no time.
This full-stack guide will help you become fluent in both frontend and backend web development by combining the
impressive capabilities of ASP.NET Core 3.1 and Angular 9 from project setup right through the deployment.
Furthermore, you will learn to add capabilities like security, testability, and scalability to your apps using expert
techniques.
JavaScript is everywhere, both as a pure language and in popular libraries like Angular, jQuery and Knockout, but users
of modern object-oriented languages like Java and C# often find JavaScript frustrating to use and hard to extend to largescale applications. TypeScript is an innovative open source language from Microsoft that combines powerful language
features and enhanced tooling support with the key attractions of JavaScript as a flexible, dynamic language that can run
in any browser and on any operating system. Pro TypeScript tells you everything you need to know about this exciting
new language and how to use it in your applications. Starting with an introduction to the language and its features, the
book takes you through some of the major features of TypeScript in depth, from working with the type system through
object-orientation to understanding the runtime and the TypeScript compiler. The book then covers some of the factors
you need to consider when running a TypeScript application in the browser, including interacting with the DOM, making
asynchronous requests, and working with useful browser APIs, followed by a demonstration of server-side TypeScript
using the popular Node.js framework. Because TypeScript compiles to plain JavaScript, exception handling, memory
management and garbage collection can differ depending on where you run your program, so these topics get a chapter
to themselves. You’ll also find out how to include popular JavaScript frameworks in your applications, so you can
combine the benefits of TypeScript with some of the best JavaScript code that’s already out there waiting to be used.
The final chapter gives an overview of automated testing for TypeScript applications. Pro TypeScript offers a balanced
and practical guide to a language that will transform your experience of JavaScript development.
Revised and updated second edition of the bestselling hands-on guide to building enterprise-ready web apps using an
evergreen Angular platform Key Features Updated examples, projects, and a new overview of tools – including NgRX
and Ivy, automated testing, and Firebase authentication New chapter summarizing history of web frameworks and
Angular version updates All-new RESTful API implementation leveraging the MEAN stack with MongoDB, Express.js,
Angular and Node.js Book Description This second edition of Angular for Enterprise-Ready Web Applications is updated
with in-depth coverage of the evergreen Angular platform. You’ll start by mastering Angular programming fundamentals.
Using the Kanban method and GitHub tools, you’ll build great-looking apps with Angular Material and also leverage
reactive programming patterns with RxJS, discover the flux pattern with NgRx, become familiar with automated testing,
utilize continuous integration using CircleCI, and deploy your app to the cloud using Vercel Now and GCloud. You will
then learn how to design and develop line-of-business apps using router-first architecture with observable data anchors,
demonstrated through oft-used recipes like master/detail views, and data tables with pagination and forms. Next, you’ll
discover robust authentication and authorization design demonstrated via integration with Firebase, API documentation
using Swagger, and API implementation using the MEAN stack. Finally, you will learn about DevOps using Docker, build
a highly available cloud infrastructure on AWS, capture user behavior with Google Analytics, and perform load testing. By
the end of the book, you’ll be familiar with the entire gamut of modern web development and full-stack architecture,
learning patterns and practices to be successful as an individual developer on the web or as a team in the enterprise.
What you will learn Adopt a minimalist, value-first approach to delivering web apps Master Angular development
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fundamentals, RxJS, CLI tools, GitHub, and Docker Discover the flux pattern and NgRx Implement a RESTful APIs using
Node.js, Express.js, and MongoDB Create secure and efficient web apps for any cloud provider or your own servers
Deploy your app on highly available cloud infrastructure using DevOps, CircleCI, and AWS Who this book is for This
book is for developers who want to confidently deliver high-quality and production-grade Angular apps from design to
deployment. Developers that have prior experience in writing a RESTful APIs will also benefit, as well as developers who
will gain greater awareness of how they fit into the larger picture of delivering a web application. Prior experience with
RESTful APIs is desired.
The new edition of this concise and comprehensive guide is presented in full color and updated for Angular 9. Angular is
the leading framework for building dynamic JavaScript applications that take advantage of the capabilities of modern
browsers and devices. Angular, which is maintained by Google, introduces novel ways for working with powerful new
features, and brings new flexibility to web application development, all underpinned by the same Model-View-Controller
(MVC) pattern that make the original Angular so successful. Best-selling author Adam Freeman explains how to get the
most from Angular 9. He begins by describing the MVC pattern and the benefits it can offer and then shows you how to
use Angular in your projects, starting from the nuts-and-bolts and building up to the most advanced and sophisticated
features, going in-depth to give you the knowledge you need. What You Will Learn: Gain a solid architectural
understanding of the MVC Pattern Learn how to create rich and dynamic web app clients using Angular Learn how to use
the ng tools to create and build an Angular project Learn how to extend and customize Angular Learn how to unit test
your Angular projects Each topic is covered clearly and concisely and is packed with the details you need to learn to be
truly effective. The most important features are given a no-nonsense in-depth treatment and chapters include common
problems and details of how to avoid them. Who This Book Is For:This book is for web developers with a foundation
knowledge of HTML and JavaScript who want to create rich client-side applications
Best-selling author Adam Freeman shows you how to use Angular in your projects, starting from the nuts and bolts and
building up to the most advanced and sophisticated features, going in-depth to give you the knowledge you need.
Chapters include common problems and how to avoid them. Additionally, this book now has accompanying online files
for Angular 7; all examples in the book work without changes in Angular 7. Get the most from Angular, the leading
framework for building dynamic JavaScript applications. Understand the MVC pattern and the benefits it can offer. What
You’ll Learn Gain a solid architectural understanding of the MVC Pattern Create rich and dynamic web app clients using
Angular Use the ng tools to create and build an Angular project Extend and customize Angular Test your Angular projects
What's New in This Edition Revised for the features and changes in Angular 6 and 7 Covers @angular/cli, ng command
line tools, and WebPack Includes HttpClient for simplified asynchronous HTTP requests Presents updates to pipes and
localized text display Who This Book Is For Web developers with a foundation knowledge of HTML and JavaScript who
want to create rich client-side applications
This Angular book will help you learn the essential features of the Angular framework by creating ten different real-world
web applications. By the end of this book, you will be able to build Angular apps using a wide variety of technologies.
What others in the trenches say about The Pragmatic Programmer... “The cool thing about this book is that it’s great for
keeping the programming process fresh. The book helps you to continue to grow and clearly comes from people who
have been there.” —Kent Beck, author of Extreme Programming Explained: Embrace Change “I found this book to be a
great mix of solid advice and wonderful analogies!” —Martin Fowler, author of Refactoring and UML Distilled “I would buy
a copy, read it twice, then tell all my colleagues to run out and grab a copy. This is a book I would never loan because I
would worry about it being lost.” —Kevin Ruland, Management Science, MSG-Logistics “The wisdom and practical
experience of the authors is obvious. The topics presented are relevant and useful.... By far its greatest strength for me
has been the outstanding analogies—tracer bullets, broken windows, and the fabulous helicopter-based explanation of the
need for orthogonality, especially in a crisis situation. I have little doubt that this book will eventually become an excellent
source of useful information for journeymen programmers and expert mentors alike.” —John Lakos, author of Large-Scale
C++ Software Design “This is the sort of book I will buy a dozen copies of when it comes out so I can give it to my
clients.” —Eric Vought, Software Engineer “Most modern books on software development fail to cover the basics of what
makes a great software developer, instead spending their time on syntax or technology where in reality the greatest
leverage possible for any software team is in having talented developers who really know their craft well. An excellent
book.” —Pete McBreen, Independent Consultant “Since reading this book, I have implemented many of the practical
suggestions and tips it contains. Across the board, they have saved my company time and money while helping me get
my job done quicker! This should be a desktop reference for everyone who works with code for a living.” —Jared
Richardson, Senior Software Developer, iRenaissance, Inc. “I would like to see this issued to every new employee at my
company....” —Chris Cleeland, Senior Software Engineer, Object Computing, Inc. “If I’m putting together a project, it’s
the authors of this book that I want. . . . And failing that I’d settle for people who’ve read their book.” —Ward
Cunningham Straight from the programming trenches, The Pragmatic Programmer cuts through the increasing
specialization and technicalities of modern software development to examine the core process--taking a requirement and
producing working, maintainable code that delights its users. It covers topics ranging from personal responsibility and
career development to architectural techniques for keeping your code flexible and easy to adapt and reuse. Read this
book, and you'll learn how to Fight software rot; Avoid the trap of duplicating knowledge; Write flexible, dynamic, and
adaptable code; Avoid programming by coincidence; Bullet-proof your code with contracts, assertions, and exceptions;
Capture real requirements; Test ruthlessly and effectively; Delight your users; Build teams of pragmatic programmers;
and Make your developments more precise with automation. Written as a series of self-contained sections and filled with
entertaining anecdotes, thoughtful examples, and interesting analogies, The Pragmatic Programmer illustrates the best
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practices and major pitfalls of many different aspects of software development. Whether you're a new coder, an
experienced programmer, or a manager responsible for software projects, use these lessons daily, and you'll quickly see
improvements in personal productivity, accuracy, and job satisfaction. You'll learn skills and develop habits and attitudes
that form the foundation for long-term success in your career. You'll become a Pragmatic Programmer.
This book will demystify Angular as a framework, as well as provide clear instructions and examples on how to get
started with writing scalable Angular applications. Angular: Up & Running covers most of the major pieces of Angular, but
in a structured manner that is generally used in hands-on training. Each chapter takes one concept, and use examples to
cover how it works. Problems to work on (with solutions) at the end of each chapter reinforce the learnings of each
chapter and allow readers to really get hands-on with Angular.
Learn to build single page web apps using Angular 5 and TypeScript by working through 70+ mini-projects. With
hundreds of code examples you gain a thorough understanding of the Angular 5 ecosystem and how to work within it.
You'll begin by understanding the benefits of Angular 5 vs older versions, and how this benefits your applications. You'll
then move onto mini-projects that teach you JavaScript, TypeScript, how to use editors, Node, CLI, components,
modules, directives, Webpack, dependency injection, widgets, routes and navigation, observers, reactive programming,
and RxJS. Complete with a consistently-updated online code repository, this book is a great way to get started with
Angular 5. What You'll Learn Develop single page web applications using Angular 5 Understand the web development
ecosystem Use Node, JavaScript and TypeScript Who This Book Is For New or experienced developers who wish to
develop single page web applications in Angular and the TypeScript language.
Pro Angular 9Build Powerful and Dynamic Web AppsApress
Discover actionable solutions to everyday problems in building applications with Angular and TypeScript, from app design
to production deployment Key Features Explore recipes across core Angular topics to fill gaps in your knowledge of using
Angular in production Discover industry best practices and tooling to enhance your development experience with Angular
Understand advanced topics in Angular to help you become a proficient enterprise web developer Book Description The
Angular framework, powered by Google, is the framework of choice for many web development projects built across
varying scales. It's known to provide much-needed stability and a rich tooling ecosystem for building production-ready
web and mobile apps. This recipe-based guide enables you to learn Angular concepts in depth using a step-by-step
approach. You'll explore a wide range of recipes across key tasks in web development that will help you build highperformance apps. The book starts by taking you through core Angular concepts such as Angular components,
directives, and services to get you ready for building frontend web apps. You'll develop web components with Angular
and go on to cover advanced concepts such as dynamic components loading and state management with NgRx for
achieving real-time performance. Later chapters will focus on recipes for effectively testing your Angular apps to make
them fail-safe, before progressing to techniques for optimizing your app's performance. Finally, you'll create Progressive
Web Apps (PWA) with Angular to provide an intuitive experience for users. By the end of this Angular book, you'll be able
to create full-fledged, professional-looking Angular apps and have the skills you need for frontend development, which
are crucial for an enterprise Angular developer. What you will learn Gain a better understanding of how components,
services, and directives work in Angular Understand how to create Progressive Web Apps using Angular from scratch
Build rich animations and add them to your Angular apps Manage your app's data reactivity using RxJS Implement state
management for your Angular apps with NgRx Optimize the performance of your new and existing web apps Write failsafe unit tests and end-to-end tests for your web apps using Jest and Cypress Get familiar with Angular CDK
components for designing effective Angular components Who this book is for The book is for intermediate-level Angular
web developers looking for actionable solutions to common problems in Angular enterprise development. Mobile
developers using Angular technologies will also find this book useful. Working experience with JavaScript and TypeScript
is necessary to understand the topics covered in this book more effectively.
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